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We consider semi-supervised learning problems in non-transductive setting, e.g. given a set
of l labeled examples and u � l unlabeled we need to predict classification of unlabeled (and
probably unseen) set with high accuracy. Here we assume, that all classes contains at least one
labeled object.

This problem arises in a wide variety of applications starting from medical diagnostics and
image annotation to modern informational retrieval problems. One of the standard approaches
to attack this problems consists of 2 stages. First, perform classification in area of high
confidence. After that, algorithms classifies the rest part of the sample based on the information
gathered on the first stage [4,5].

One consider within the paper SLL methods follow the schema above. Following [4] we use
nearest neighbors method on the first stage. Classical obstacle here is exponential dependence
of minimal number of labeled objects required for tight classification. Our contribution is
generalization the method from [5] for multiclass problems. Also we reduce the bound for
the minimal number of labeled examples required for discrete metric sets w.r.t. to the results
proposed in [5] adapting the ideas proposed in [1–3].
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